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A chief complaint based handbook for diagnosing and treating patients in the ERHow would you
like to walk in the ER confident that you knew what to do, no matter what comes through the
door? The Chief Complaint uses an algorithmic approach to over 50 of the most common
complaints encountered in the ER. Never feel lost or overwhelmed again, not knowing what the
next step in the work-up is. Not sure what tests to order or if the patient can go home? The Chief
Complaint helps you answer all those questions and more.Algorithm based approach to the
most common complaintsUsed by the Residents of LA County + USC emergency medicine
program, one of the top emergency medicine programs in the worldColor coded by organ
system for easy navigationExtensive and up to date references to the medical literatureJournal
club feature allows you to dive deeper into the evidence basis of your decisionsPeer reviewed by
leaders in emergency medicineNever be lost or feel overwhelmed in the ER again

"The Chief Complaint is simply indispensable, carry it with me every shift. Excellent algorithms,
concise, practical, clinically relevant explanations citing the current best-evidence for
management decisions; without doubt Chief Complaint it is THE pocket Emergency Medicine
reference to have with you at the bedside." -Manuel Montano, MD, PGY-3, LAC+USC EM
Residency"The book is really top notch. I really like how it organizes complaints in a flow pattern
type way. This has allowed me to quickly adjust my decision making and makes it actually useful
when I feel super pressured at work. The further detail located later has been helpful to one, get
some good initial learning in and two, look to the resources cited for more in depth discussion."-
David Benaron, UCSD Resident"Chief complaint is AWESOME...I think every single intern in the
country should have one of these...SO COOL!" -James Grieme, UCSD Resident"The aptly
named Chief Complaint is simply excellent. I really like the way it is laid out by cc and it's concise
enough to be useful on a regular basis. I take it with me to every shift and would highly
recommend it to anyone looking for a streamlined, functional, real-time guide for working up
patients in the ED" -Nick Aldridge, UCSD Resident"Chris Feier's book is really something totally
new in the medical education world. This pocket sized book does something many have tried to
do but few have achieved, which is to create an orienteering guide to the med-ed landscape
while launching your thought processes AT THE BEDSIDE when confronted with a new
undifferentiated and undiagnosed patient."  -William "Billy" Mallon MD,  Foreword
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Gerald, “Algorithms misprinted all black, unreadable!. Update: got the replacement, all pages
printed well. Love this book! 5 stars! This will be like my bible as a new NP! Buy it!It looks like a
good book, but most pages with algorithms were printed incorrectly, all black, unreadable!
Returned, waiting for replacement. 1 star for now until it is replaced with a correct one.”

AppleADay, “not a text book, beginner's pocket reference!. I'm surprised this isn't more popular. It
is clearly intended to be a pocket reference for a beginners.This book doesn't have paragraphs,
its full of algorithms the help you come up with emergent differentials for each chief complaint
and how to make those branching decision points. It goes into a little more detail afterward one
each big differential for about 1 page, including drug name and dosages. Haven't seen really
anything like it.However, If you are advanced in your medical career, its not the book for you. And
if I could see future versions of this book, I would like to see them add in a few decision rules to
help with documentation/charting. I'd also like to see a few of the most commons included more
so it would be more useful when taken to rotations.Overall, I like and will continue to use it.”

A Kostrubala, “Damn. This is a great book!. This bonk is what I needed during PA school and in
my first (overwhelming and exciting) year as EM PA. I know I'll use it a lot as I transition back into
EM- after being out and in critical care/pulm I need this concise guide. It leaves enough to make
you want to read more but during the hectic shifts you just need the info fast so you can cya and
bookmark It later for more info. The links worked well for me-I appreciate being able to see the
references and see the evidence and review the articles. I think it's great that there are planned
updates as the research continually changes in this field (sepsis guidelines anyone???) I have
ordered the hard copy but love the kindle version because of the links. The links to FOAMeD
sites are terrific. Great book- you'll appreciate all the work and flow that t has gone into it. Highly
recommended. I'm a PA- but guess it would apply to interns for rotations, especially if EM is not
your thing. (Btw-ha t e typing on my kindle but had to review this! Excuse the typos- it's not
Dragon but worse:)”

PPRprods, “BUY IT. If there were only one book to have this would be it for the BEGINNER. If
you're a newbie to the ER, like a resident/PA/NP/MS, this pocketbook quickly and efficiently
GUIDES the thought process you should be having with a given chief complaint. It has the dx's
you CANNOT MISS, the "Common things being common" dx's and outlier dx's we might forget
about, but if missed the pt and you pay dearly for. BUY IT.Critique: Frier needs to periodically
review the scholarly references and subsequent recommendations because it seems some
date all the way back to when he was a resident in the early 2000s and I wonder if new evidence
has changed the old management recommendations.”

Amanda Vining, “Very good quick reference, for ACTUAL emergencies. I found this quick



reference book very helpful in my practice. I mostly enjoy the easy and concise flow charts for
quick reference and there is also bulleted points with more, in-depth information about
conditions if needed. My only critique is this book does not include minor conditions such as
respiratory infections and dermatology conditions that are frequently seen in the ER. It does
include true life-threatening conditions, however it is well known we seen non-emergencies in
the ER as well, which this book does not include.”

Richard J. Estep, “An essential resource for the emergency medical professional. This book is
targeted at emergency physicians, but I strongly suspect that it will be of great use to
paramedics and RNs as well. As a paramedic and EMS educator, I have found the book to be an
indispensable guide to those first few steps of patient care for a diverse range of complaints. The
well-educated paramedic will find "The Chief Complaint" to be an invaluable reference,
something to be studied in addition to protocols. It is helpful and enlightening to know what the
emergency department personnel are going to do with the patient once we have handed them
over, and to determine which tests and interventions could (and should) have been performed in
the field. High recommended.”

Joshua Smith, “Great resource for starting out in the ER. I am a PA just starting prn work in the
ER (have been working in internal medicine) so I got this book as a way to know how to
approach pts in the ER vs outpatient. I have been reading through this book, along w/ several
others, in preparation for my shifts and this book so far has been excellent. It is very concise but
appropriately detailed and easy to follow. It is on par w/ what I have been instructed to do while
training for the ER as well as what I am reading in other books -VERY happy w/ this purchase as
I considered multiple different books.”

DrStewie, “it does nicely cover many topics in a logic fashion. Initially impressions: Unique
approach and essentially the first pocket book that approaches chief complaints with the
differential and thought process of the ED physician. Not to be mistaken for a complete
reference, it does nicely cover many topics in a logic fashion. I like that he includes references/
source for some of the info/stats in each section. Will post add to this review as I go farther into
the book. My initial thoughts is any med student/intern/junior resident in particular should give
this a look.”

Peter Tagmose Thomsen, “Good beginners in emergency medicine. Decent little handbook on
prioritizing presentations in the ED. Builds on probabilistic thinking / thresholdmodels thinking,
but doesn't explicitly tell you about this.As such, the prioritizing of the models are not always
100% logicalGood concepts and great for the clinics (as always: for european users some of the
treatment content is somewhat different from what we do in Europe, and so should be applied
with causion)”



A Al-Den, “Five Stars. Very Good”

Higgens, “Best ER rotation book ever!. I bought this book about a month ago and it is one of the
best investments I have made in a long time!”

The book by Dr Chris Ciprian Feier has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 133 people have provided
feedback.
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